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Comfort & Support

The Zone Too allows for the backrest position 

to be controlled with ease and convenience. 

Users can modify the height of the backrest 

to suit their own comfort levels, without the 

need for any tools or external assistance. This 

ensures that the backrest can be adjusted with 

minimal effort, so users won’t struggle with 

the backrest to find the right position. This is 

especially beneficial for those who may need 

to reposition throughout the day or have backs 

that are prone to aching or soreness.

Integrated Ergonomics

Zone Too was designed to provide a well-balanced workhorse of 

a chair that could accommodate a wide range of users. Whether a 

user is hard at work analyzing spreadsheets or enjoying cat videos, 

the Zone Too holds up. It promotes straight posture and reduces 

strain by offering adjustable height, tilt, and backrest. The sliding 

seat and adjustable armrests make it easy to find each user’s 

sweet spot in comfort and promote overall productivity. Being highly 

adaptable, this task chair fits varying body types, heights, and most 

importantly—work styles.















Features and Functionality

Height Adjustable Backrest

The S shape backrest follows the natural 
curvature of the user’s spine providing 

ergonomic support

Nylon Casters

Easy glide nylon casters maintain strong 
loads and integrity under high friction and 

abrasive conditions. BIFMA standard.

Class 3 Gas Lift

Smooth height adjustment to accommodate 
varying heights to have secure feet on the floor. 

Can support 150kg/330 lb.

Height adjustable Armrest

Adjust the arms up and down to preference to 
reduce neck and shoulder tension.

Elastic & Breathable Mesh

Tight-knit mesh allows air flow as well as a 
sturdy back to relieve back pressure.

Plastic Base 

Five-star PU base for stability. Lean forward and 
rest feet on base without fear of tipping over.

Synchro Tilt Mechanism & Seat Slide

With 3 locking positions, 22º back tilt, and a 2” seat 
depth, it is easy to accommodate different sit styles 
and body types.



Zone Too Options

Seat Color Options

Dimensions

Height: 35-41.5” 
Width: 18.9” 
Seat Depth: 23”-25”

Black*In Stock Grey Light Blue Red Green

FD00213U-BLACK FD00213U-GREY FD00213U-LTBLUE FD00213U-RED FD00213U-GREEN
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